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Leading Through Innovation
The success of our customers depends on a well-functioning holistic concept in which all individual
components work together harmoniously. Whoever produces hygiene-sensitive products bears with
them a certain responsibility. As a successful, producing enterprise you have to keep many aspects of
the requirements and regulations of hygiene and food safety in mind.
We support you in this task and deliver customized hygiene solutions, as well as innovative
technology. We develop the perfect fit, specific to your business, complete hygiene-concept and are
reliably, along with our expertise, available by your side. In addition to this, after implementing our
solution, we continue to be available to you for advice, regular service and for emergencies..
Your PARTNER for HYGIENE and TECHNOLOGY.
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Storage Technology

Conveyor rack for manual
storage of Euronorm stacking
crates according to the first-in
first-out principle (FIFO)

Picking warehouse with
transportation of the picked
goods to shipping area

Wheeled carpet for storing stacks
of containers as ripening stores or
for order picking of large
quantities

Rolled carpet for storage of
whole pallets as ripening storage,
buffer storage or for order
picking of large quantities
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Storage Technology

Individual storage locations with
automatic loading and unloading
as buffer or order picking
warehouse. 100 % access to each
individual storage location.

Conveyor rack with automatic
loading and unloading as buffer or
order picking warehouse. Identical
articles are stored and retrieved
sorted by type in a shaft.

Combination of a fully automatic
conveyor rack with a manual
picking zone for picking small
quantities.

Storage of empty crates of
approx. 500 - 5000 pcs is possible
in different variants.
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Storage Technology

Semi-automatic slaughtering with
a circular knife for clean, loss-free
cutting of the cuts

Cutting belt with plastic link chain
and parallel arranged work tables

Support of belt cleaning by
rinsing nozzles in the lower tower
as well as lever for lifting the
plastic belt

Cutting band with stainless steel
band.
A robust and easy to clean version
for industrial use.
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Special Solutions

Feeding of the products from the
de-clipper for insertion into the
thermoforming machine.

Sorting belt for vegetables for
sorting out impurities by
employees standing on the side of
the belt or using a strong magnet.

Feeding of the products into the
loading area of the
thermoforming machine as
mobile version.

Packaging workplace: The
thermoformed and price-labelled
goods are bundled and packed in
cardboard boxes.
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PHT Germany - South
Förchenholzstraße 19
D-83646 Bad Tölz
Tel. +49 (0) 80 41-799 24-0
info.des@pht.group

PHT Germany - North
Auf dem Tigge 33
D-59269 Beckum
Tel. +49 (0) 25 21-82 39 78-0
info.den@pht.group

PHT Austria
Heinrich Schneidmadl-Str. 15
A-3100 St. Pölten
Tel. +43 (0) 27 42-90 01 31 40
info.at@pht.group

PHT Benelux
Den Uitvanck 20
NL-5688 XG Oirschot
Tel. +31 (0) 851052015
info.nl@pht.group

PHT South Africa
137 Edison Crescent
Centurion 0157
Tel. +27 (0) 861 777993
info.za@pht.group
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